discover the possibilities™

Mailing Services
Delivering peace of mind on time, every time
Whether you have a single location or a national organization, if you need custom
versions or large quantities of a specific document, our customized fulfillment
solutions enable you to respond to ever-changing market requirements. Our
state-of-the-art secure facility features over 100,000 square feet centrally located
in Denver, Colorado that is designed to house both our produced materials as well
as items provided by third parties. When you choose us, you’ll never again worry
about inventory accuracy or the timely arrival of your materials. We promise
predictable management of your products and the flexibility to do it your way.

Mailing Services
Mailing services that consolidate all of your needs
We provide a full range of mail services under one roof. Our many years of experience
and technology provide you the peace-of-mind to know that you can count on us to
deliver your message on time, every time with efficiency and ease.
What we offer:
> Knowledgeable Mail Experts are here to advise you
every step of the way to ensure you are meeting postal
requirements and using the best delivery service to reduce
postal rates and save money.

> National Change of Address (NCOA) fact checking helps
reduce returned mail and increase speed to market by
matching your address data to the change of addresses
stored in the NCOA database.

> List broker department that specialize in targeted lists.

> Coding Accuracy Support System (CASS)  checks
addresses before you mail by matching your addresses to
the USPS database to correct and improve the accuracy
of the five-digit code, resulting in reduced postage costs.

> Crisp clean Ink Jet address imprinting capabilities
offering unlimited font choices and precision printing that
meets all USPS requirements.
> Full finishing department that can meet any unique
inserting and finishing challenges.
> Address Standardization ensures that your addresses
meet the UPSP format requirements. Using addresses that
are formatted incorrectly can cause delays in delivery or
undelivered mail, which can lead to losing customers
and revenues.

> Presorting services that sort and bundle your mail by
ZIP codes to meet USPS processing requirements.

“Eagle:xm acts as a production arm we can rely on.”
– Project Manager
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